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Investigating the Influence of Offline Friendship on Twitter Networking Behaviors

Youngsoo Kim∗, Felicia Natali∗, Feida Zhu∗, and Eepeng Lim∗
∗School of Information Systems

Singapore Management University, Singapore 178902
Email: yskim@smu.edu.sg, felician.2013@smu.edu.sg, fdzhu@smu.edu.sg, eplim@smu.edu.sg

Abstract—We investigate the influence of offline friendship
in three specific areas of Twitter networking behaviors: (a)
network structure, (b) Twitter content and (c) interaction on
Twitter. We observe some interesting findings through the
empirical analysis of 2193 pairs of users who are online friends.
When these pairs of users know each other offline, they are
more likely to (1) respond to the online gesture of friendship
from their friend, (2) share mutual online friends, (3) distribute
and gather information in their friend’s Twitter network, (4)
pay attention to their friend’s tweets, (5) post tweets that might
be of interest to their friend, (6) post tweets similar to their
friend’s, (7) respond to their friend’s tweet, (8) mention their
friend in tweets, and (9) distribute their friend’s tweets. Overall,
offline friendship drives social networking activities on Twitter.

Keywords-networking behavior; social network; online
friendship; offline friendship; social network services; Twitter;

I. INTRODUCTION

Social Networking Sites(SNS) provide new avenues for

friends, acquaintances, and even strangers to connect. One

of the most popular SNS is Twitter. As of May 2015, Twitter

has more than 500 million users, out of which more than

302 million are active users[1]. Twitter’s popularity and its

simple crawling API have drawn much interest from the

research community.

Twitter networks create a potential for users to maintain

pre-existing relationships and establish new ones. As a

result, a Twitter network can consist of offline friends and

online friends. Given that in a Twitter network, some friends

may know each other offline, we attempt to explore whether

and how the existence of offline friendship between two

Twitter users influences their Twitter networking behavior.

Social network sites are web-based services that allows

individuals to construct a profile, articulate a list of other

users with whom they share a connection, and traverse their

list of connections and those made by others within the

system[2].In social network sites, a user (1) creates con-

nections, (2) generates content, and (3) communicates with

his friends. Given this framework, we examine the influence

of offline friendship on three specific areas of Twitter as

a social networking tool, namely network structure, Twitter

content, and interaction on Twitter.

II. RELEVANT STUDIES

The study of offline versus online world has drawn interest

from various research communities, such as psychology,

sociology, computational social science, computer science,

data mining, and even physics. Numerous studies have been

published on the topic. We will expound them sequentially

based on their motivations, namely to validate or invalidate

the theories of offline social network, to compare the quality

of offline versus online friendship, to investigate the influ-

ence of online behavior on offline behavior, to predict one’s

offline friendship and behavior from one’s online social

network, and to examine the influence of offline friendship

on online behavior. The list is by no means exhaustive, but

it gives a general overview on what the research community

has done so far.

Before the emergence of the online social network, var-

ious social theories have been developed for the offline

social network. Therefore, some researchers exerted effort to

validate or invalidate these well-known social theories in the

online social network. Dunbar et al.(2015) discovered that

the structure of online social networks mirrored those in the

offline world[3]. They proved that the layered structure cor-

responding to the frequency of contact in the offline social

network also applied in the online social network. Gonçalves

et al.(2011) validated Dunbar’s number — the theoretical

cognitive limit on the number of stable relationship a person

can maintain — in Twitter conversation[4]. They discovered

that, just like in the offline world, a person can only entertain

maximum 100-200 stable relationships on Twitter.

In psychology, and sociology, many of the offline-online

friendship studies focused on comparing the difference be-

tween offline and online friendship. Chan and Cheng(2004)

showed that offline friendships involved more interdepen-

dence, breadth, depth, code change, understanding, commit-

ment, and network convergence[5]. Antheunis et al.(2012)

observed that offline friendship was higher in quality(i.e.,

closeness, importance, help, and trust)[6]. Buote et al.(2009)

explored the similarities and differences between offline and

online friendships in terms of attachment style[7].

Other studies investigated the influence of online behavior

on offline behavior. An example is the study by Ellison

et al.(2007)[8]. It investigated the influence of one’s online

social network use on one’s self-esteem.
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In data mining and computer science, many studies pre-

dicted one’s offline friendship and offline behavior from

one’s online social network. Heatherly et al.(2009)[9] in-

ferred offline private information, namely political affil-

iation, from the online social network structure. Dai et

al.(2012)[10] investigated how online friendship network

structure revealed offline high-risk sexual behavior. Xie et

al.(2012) created an algorithm to predict offline friends on

Twitter[11]. The algorithm utilized a single variable, i.e. the

number of followers, to define the probability of random

walk from a user to his friends in his Twitter network. If

the probability of random walk to any user was higher than

a benchmark, the user was regarded as an offline friend.

The process was performed iteratively to discover all offline

friends. Backstrom and Kleinberg(2013) formulated a new

network measure called dispersion — the extent to which

two people’s mutual friends are not well-connected — to

predict family members on Facebook[12].

Lastly, some studies examined the influence of offline

friendship on online behavior. So far, we have only dis-

covered one work that did so. Yin et al.(2014) discovered

that there was no correlation between the offline and the

online interaction in Meetup. Offline interaction(co-attend
event) did not result in a greater online interaction(co-join
group, co-comment event, online message)[13]. In terms of

motivation, our study is similar to Yin’s. We investigate the

influence of offline friendship on online networking behav-

ior. However, unlike Yin et al., we do not analyze an Event-
Based Social Network, a social network that provides a

platform for users to engage in various offline activities[14].

Instead, we analyze Twitter, a social platform to communi-

cate and spread news. Besides, Yin et al. did not only focus

on investigating the influence of offline interaction on online

networking behavior. Therefore, they only examined the

influence of offline interaction on one networking behavior,

that is, online interaction. We investigate the influence of

offline friendship on various networking behaviors, not only

interaction. We will cover the theoretical background for

the online networking behaviors investigated in this study

in Section IV-A.

III. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND RESEARCH

QUESTIONS

In this study, we answer the following research question:

Given a pair of Twitter users who are online friends,
how does the presence of offline friendship between them
influence their online networking behaviors in comparison
to other pairs who are also online friends, but do not know
each other offline?

The definition of friendship in this study includes ac-

quaintanceship. Therefore, we define offline friendship as

a friendship between two users who know each other in the

offline world.

Figure 1. Local Network of User 1

On the other hand, we define online friends as two users

who are connected in Twitter, regardless of the connection

type. Therefore, a follower in Twitter is also an online

friend. We think this is a reasonable assumption to make

because our definition of friendship includes acquaintance-

ship. Although a public user does not have a choice over

his followers, he may still get acquainted with his followers

through replies or likes that his followers generate for him.

In summary, users A and B are online friends in either of

the following situations: A follows B, B follows A, or A

and B follow each other. When A follows B, A is called B’s

follower, and B is called A’s followee.

We examine the influence of offline friendship on three

specific areas of Twitter networking behaviors: network

structure, Twitter content similarity, and interactions on

Twitter.

In terms of network structure, we examine the influence

of offline friendship on reciprocity and the number of mutual

friends online because these two variables are closely related

to the fundamental principles of social network formation.

We also investigate the influence of offline friendship on

other network measures — edge betweenness centrality and

another two that we develop on our own — because they

are related to communication and information distribution

and gathering on Twitter. The scope of our analysis for the

network structure is a Twitter local network. A Twitter local

network consists of a local user and the users to whom the

local user is directly connected to, called alters. A local

network also includes all the links between all the users

in its network (see Figure 1). The local network in Figure 1

is a follow network. Therefore, we draw a link from user i
to user j if user i follows user j. A follow link goes against

the information flow. Thus, information flows from user j to

user i. In Figure 1 user 1 follows user 5. Information flows

from user 5 to user 1.

Twitter content is generated in the form of 140-character

short messages that can be published along with a picture.

These messages are called tweets. Therefore, in terms of

Twitter content, we investigate the influence of offline friend-

ship on tweets similarity.

In terms of interaction, we investigate the influence of

offline friendship on four different mechanisms of interaction
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on Twitter: favorite, retweet, reply, and mention. Favorite

is liking a friend’s status, retweet is reposting a friend’s

post, reply is responding to a friend’s post and mention is

mentioning a friend’s in a post.

Table I summarizes all the networking behaviors we

observe in this study.

IV. DATA AND MEASURES

We analyse a sample of 2,193 pairs of online friends on

Twitter. This sample is taken from 98 Twitter local networks

in 2011. A survey was conducted in 2011 for the 98 Twitter

users. Each of the Twitter users was asked whether he knew

his Twitter friends in real life. If he did, offline friendship

existed between him and his friends.

The pairs that we include in our analysis are the pairs

of a local user and his alter who posted English tweets

in 2011. We exclude the pairs with any member who has

larger than 1,000 followers. There are three reasons for this

exclusion. First, in 2010, the users with followers larger than

1,000 made up less than 1% of all Twitter users[15]. In

2013, they made up less than 4% of active Twitter users[16].

Second, 71% of the top spammers have more than 1,000

followers[17]. Third, homophily in terms of popularity and

geographic location is not observed between these users

and their reciprocal friends on Twitter[15]. Therefore, we

can reasonably assume that these users most likely act as a

news or business media than a friend to anyone on Twitter.

With such an assumption, our research question becomes

irrelevant to these online connections as these connections

can hardly be defined as friendships.

After the exclusion, we get the sample of 2,193 pairs of

online friends for our analysis. Out of these pairs, 873 know

each other offline.

We examine the influence of offline friendship on the

variables pertaining to: (1) network structure (2) tweets

similarity, and (3) interaction on Twitter. All the variables

are listed in Table I.

A. Network Structure

Various network measures have been developed to de-

scribe a network structure. These basic measures are covered

comprehensively by Newman[18]. In this study, we select

several measures that are interesting for us. We examine

reciprocity and the ratio of overlapping friends as they relate

to the fundamental principles of social network formation:

reciprocity and triadic closure[19]. We examine edge be-

tweenness centrality as it can quantify a user’s ability to

facilitate communication on Twitter. We develop two mea-

sures based on the number of reachable users, and closeness

centrality as they can quantify a user’s independence to

distribute, and gather information on Twitter.

1) Reciprocity.: Reciprocity is one of the fundamental

principles of social network formation[19]. In Twitter, reci-

procity means following each other. When a user follows

a friend, he will receive his friend’s updates on his news

feed. Following a user on Twitter is a gesture of friendship

from the follower. Through reciprocity, we investigate the

influence of offline friendship on responding to an online

gesture of friendship.

We measure reciprocity between users i and j by the

following formula:

Reciprocityij =

{
1 if user i follows user j and vice versa

0 otherwise
(1)

2) Followers and Followees Overlap.: Followers and fol-

lowees overlap measure the extent to which two users have

the same followers and followees in their Twitter network.

People have the tendency to form friendships with those

with whom they share multiple mutual friends. This concept

is called triadic closure, one of the fundamental principles

of social network formation[19]. Through followers and

followees overlap, we investigate the influence of offline

friendship on forming online friendships with whom one

shares mutual friends.

We measure follower overlap between user i and user j
by the following formula[20]:

FollowerOverlapij =
# of common followers of i and j

# of unique followers of i and j
(2)

We measure followee overlap between user i and user j
by the following formula[20]:

FolloweeOverlapij =
# of common followees of i and j

# of unique followees of i and j
(3)

3) Network Coverage Ratio.: Network coverage ratio

measures how independent a user is in distributing or

gathering information to or from the alters in his friend’s

local network. We develop the measure based on the number

of reachable users in the local network. The number of

reachable users represent the number of users whom you

can distribute information to, or gather information from.

We do not only consider direct friends because in online

social network, information does not only travel to direct

friends.Ye and Wu (2010) observed that a significant portion

of messages on Twitter travels far away from the originator

and his/her followers[21].

As information flows to followers, in estimating how

independent a user is in distributing information in his

friend’s local network, we consider the number of reachable

followers the user can reach:
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NCRD
ij =

# user i’s reachable followers in user j’s

local network, excluding user j, when

tweets cannot flow through user j
# user i’s reachable followers in user j’s

local network, excluding user j

(4)

The formula above calculates how independent user i is on

user j in distributing information in user j’s local network.

When user i is completely independent from user j, the value

of NCRD
ij is 1. On the other hand, if user i is completely

dependent on user j, the value is 0.

As information flows from followees, in estimating how

independent a user is in gathering information in his friend’s

local network, we consider the number of reachable fol-

lowees the user can reach:

NCRG
ij =

# user i’s reachable followees in user

j’s local network, excluding user j, when

tweets cannot flow through user j
# user i’s reachable followees in user j’s

local network, excluding user j

(5)

The formula above calculates how independent user i is

on user j in gathering information in user j’s local network.

When user i is completely independent from user j, the value

of NCRG
ij is 1. On the other hand, if user i is completely

dependent on user j, the value is 0.

We assume that the more independent user i is from user

j in distributing or gathering information to or from user

j’s friends, the more likely user i is in posting or gathering

information to or from user j’s friends because (1) it is easier

for user i to do so, (2) the information coming to or from

user j’s friends is free from the influence of user j.

For illustration, the following is an example on how

to calculate NCRD
31. In Figure 1, there are 4 reachable

followers of user 3 in user 1’s local network, excluding user

1: user 4 (4 → 1 → 3), user 2 (2 → 1 → 3), user 8
(8 → 1 → 3), and user 6 (6 → 3). When tweets cannot

flow through user 1, there is only 1 reachable follower of

user 3: user 6 (6→ 3). Thus, NCRD
31 is 1

4 . NCRG
31 can be

calculated in the same manner except that we consider the

number of reachable followees.

4) Information Flow Efficiency.: Information flow effi-

ciency measures how independent a user is in propagating

and gathering information efficiently in his friend’s local

network. Network study has come up with a measure to

measure efficiency, that is, closeness centrality. High close-

ness centrality translates to the minimum amount of time in

spreading messages[22]. Therefore, based on closeness cen-

trality, we develop a measure that we call information flow

efficiency to investigate the influence of offline friendship on

propagating and gathering information efficiently on Twitter.

The formula of closeness centrality that we employ is the

one that uses the harmonic shortest distance[18].

Ci =
1

n− 1

∑
k �=i

1

dik
(6)

Ci is the closeness centrality of user i and dik is the

shortest distance from user i to user k. With Equation 6

as our basis, the formula for information flow efficiency in

distributing information is:

IFED
ij =

Ci in distributing tweets to user j’s alters

in user j’s local network, when tweets

cannot flow through user j
Ci in distributing tweets to user j’s alters

in user j’s local network

(7)

The formula above calculates how independent user i is

on user j in gathering information efficiently in user j’s local

network. When user i is completely independent from user

j, the value of IFED
ij is 1. On the other hand, if user i is

completely dependent on user j, the value is 0.

Meanwhile, the formula for information flow efficiency in

gathering information is:

IFEG
ij =

Ci in gathering tweets from user j’s alters

in user j’s local network, when tweets

cannot flow through user j
Ci in gathering tweets from user j’s alters

in user j’s local network

(8)

The formula above calculates how independent user i is

on user j in gathering information efficiently in user j’s local

network. When user i is completely independent from user

j, the value of IFEG
ij is 1. On the other hand, if user i is

completely dependent on user j, the value is 0.

Again, we assume that the more independent user i is from

user j in distributing or gathering information efficiently to

or from user j’s friends, the more likely user i is in posting

or gathering information to or from user j’s friends because

(1) it is easier for user i to do so, (2) the information coming

to or from user j’s friends is free from the influence of user

j.

In the following example on how to calculate IFED
31,

an arrow represents a following link that goes against the

information flow. In Figure 1, the shortest distances of user

3 in distributing tweets to the alters in user 1’s local network

are: 2 steps to user 4 (4 → 1 → 3), 2 steps to user 2
(2 → 1 → 3), 2 steps to user 8 (8 → 1 → 3), and 1 step

to user 6 (6 → 3). Therefore, the denominator is (3 × 1
2 +

1
1 )/(n−1) = 2.5/(n−1). When tweets cannot flow through

user 1, user 3 can only distribute tweets to user 6 and the

shortest distance is 1. Thus, the nominator is 1/(n − 1).
Therefore, IFED

31 is 1/2.5 = 2
5 . IFEG

31 can be calculated

in the same manner, except that we consider the shortest

distances in gathering tweets.
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5) Edge Betweenness Centrality.: Edge betweenness cen-

trality measures how important a communication between

two users is in facilitating all communications in a network.

Technically, it measures the extent to which a link in a

communication network falls on the shortest path between

pairs of other points[23]. In Twitter, a communication link

is represented by a following link. Since a following link

represents one-to-many instead of one-to-one conversation,

in order for communication to flow between two users, a

user either has to pay attention to his friend’s tweets, or

his friend has to post tweets that are of interest to the user.

Through the edge betweenness centrality, we investigate the

influence of offline friendship on facilitating communication

on Twitter, either by paying attention to a friend’s tweets or

posting tweets that are of interest to a friend.

Mathematically, let σst(eij) be 1 if the communication

link from user i to j lies on the shortest path from s to t
and 0 if it does not or if there is no such path. Let Gj be the

local network of user j, and n be the number of users in Gj .

The formula for EBCD
ij , the edge betweenness centrality of

the communication link from i to j (i distributes information

to j) is:

EBCD
ij =

∑
st:s,t∈Gj

σst(eij)
σst

n× (n− 1)
(9)

The formula for EBCG
ij , the edge betweenness centrality

of the communication link from j to i (i gathers information

from j), is:

EBCG
ij =

∑
st:s,t∈Gj

σst(eji)
σst

n× (n− 1)
(10)

In the following example, we want to calculate EBCD
61,

the edge betweenness centrality of the communication link

from user 1 to 6 (6→ 1 in Figure 1). In Figure 1, an arrow

represents a following link that goes against the information

flow. To calculate the edge betweenness centrality, we first

have to calculate the number of shortest paths between all

pairs of users. First, let’s consider the number of shortest

paths between user 6 and all other users. The number of

shortest paths from user 6 to all other users are: 1 path

to user 1 (6 → 1), 2 paths to user 2 (6 → 1 → 4 →
2,6 → 3 → 4 → 2), 1 path to user 3 (6 → 3), 2 paths

to user 4 (6 → 3 → 4,6 → 1 → 4), 1 path to user 5
(6 → 1 → 5), 1 path to user 7 (6 → 1 → 7), and 1 path

to user 8 (6 → 1 → 8). Out of these shortest paths, the

number of the shortest paths that use the communication

link from user 1 to user 6 (6 → 1) are: 1 path to user 1
(6 → 1), 1 path to user 2 (6 → 1 → 4 → 2), 0 path to

user 3, 1 path to user 4 (6 → 1 → 4), 1 path to user 5
(6 → 1 → 5), 1 path to user 7 (6 → 1 → 7), and 1 path

to user 8 (6 → 1 → 8). Therefore, we can increase the

nominator of EBCD
61 by 1

1 +
1
2 +

0
1 +

1
2 +

1
1 +

1
1 +

1
1 = 5. To

complete the calculation, we keep increasing the nominator

by considering the shortest paths between the other pairs of

users in the network in a similar manner that we did for user

6. Dividing the value by 8 × 7 = 56, we will get EBCD
61.

EBCG
61 can be calculated in the same manner, except that

we consider the communication link from user 6 to user 1
(1→ 6).

B. Content Similarity

We measure the similarity of tweets between two users

to investigate the influence of offline friendship on tweeting

behavior, specifically how likely a user is in posting tweets

similar to his friend’s.

Using Latent Dirichlet Allocation(LDA)[24], we generate

a topic distribution of a user’s tweets. We calculate the

similarity of tweets between two users by the following

formula.

Similarityij =
1

DKL(i || j) +
1

DKL(j || i) (11)

DKL(i || j) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence[25] of

the topic distribution from user i’s tweets to user j’s tweets.

DKL(j || i) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence of the topic

distribution from user j’s tweets to user i’s tweets.

C. Interaction on Twitter

Twitter, as an online social network provides a platform

for users to interact with one another. There are four types of

interaction on Twitter: favorite, retweet, reply, and mention.

Favorite is liking a friend’s status. Retweet is reposting

a friend’s tweets. Reply is replying to a friend’s tweets.

Mention is mentioning a friend in tweets. In this study, we

investigate the influence of offline friendship on interacting

on Twitter through the following variables.

Favoriteij = # user j’s tweets that user i likes. (12)

Retweetij = # user j’s tweets that user i retweets. (13)

Replyij = # user i’s replies to user j’s tweets (14)

Mentionij = # user j’s names in user i’s tweets. (15)

V. REGRESSION MODEL DEVELOPMENT

We aim to assess whether offline friendship affects be-

havior measures we developed in this study. We regress a

number of possible outcome variables on whether the two

users are offline friends.

Outcomeij = β0 + β1RelationshipTypeij + ζj + μij (16)

The data structure for all the models is a cross-sectional

data. The outcome variables include variables pertaining to

(a) local network properties, (b) tweets, and (c) interaction

on Twitter. We aim to explain the change in Outcomeij
with respect to the relationship type: Online versus Offline.
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Table I
VARIABLES AND OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS

Category Variable Operational Definitions Twitter Networking Behaviors Observed

j local user index

i alter index

RelationTypeij
the relation type between user i and
user j (offline or online)

Network
Structure

1. Reciprocityij
whether the link from user i to user j is
reciprocated

responding to online gesture of
friendship

2. FollowerOverlapij ,
3. FolloweeOverlapij

followers/followees overlap between
user i and user j

forming online friendships with whom
one shares mutual friends

4. NCRD
ij

5. NCRG
ij

user i’s network coverage ratio in
distributing or gathering information in
user j local’s network

independence in distributing/gathering
information

6. IFED
ij

7. IFEG
ij

user i’s efficiency in distributing or
gathering information in user j’s local
network

independence in distributing/gathering
information efficiently

8. EBCD
ij

9. EBCG
ij

edge betweenness centrality of
information distribution or gathering
link between user i and user j in user
j’s local network

facilitating communication by:
(a)posting tweets interesting to a friend,
or (b)paying attention to a friend’s
tweets

Twitter
Content
Similarity

10. Similarityij
content similarity between user i and
user j

posting tweets similar to a friend’s

Interactions on
Twitter

11. Favoriteij
the number of user j’s tweets that user
i likes

liking a friend’s tweets

12. Retweetij
the number of user j’s tweets that user
i retweets

retweeting a friend’s tweets

13. Replyij
the number of user i’s replies to user
j’s tweets

replying a friend’s tweets

14. Mentionij
the number of user j’s names in user i’s
tweets

mentioning a friend in tweets

D in superscript represents the Distribution flow of tweet. G in superscript represents the Gathering flow of tweet.

We adopt a fixed effects model ζj to control for user j’s

network structure heterogeneity. The error component, μij

is an idiosyncratic error term and it varies across i and j.

We also assess the correlation between the variables to see

whether there are any interesting relationships between the

variables.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table II presents the results of the regression, while Table

III presents the results of the correlation.

Reciprocity entails responding to other’s gestures of

friendship with similar gestures. In Twitter, the gesture

of friendship is represented by following a user. When a

user follows a friend, he shows an interest in his friend’s

tweets. Reciprocity is one of the building blocks of a so-

cial network[19]. The coefficient of RelationTypeij (0.354

p < 0.001) for Reciprocityij shows that offline friendship

increases a user’s likelihood to respond to another user’s

gesture of friendship online. The result implies that in the on-

line social world, the percentage of offline friendship might

influence the pace of an online social network formation.

The lack of responding in kind to the gesture of friendship

from an online friend might stop the formation of an online

social network. A person who follows you but does not

receive a following back might eventually lose interest in

you. On the other hand, following a person without receiving

a follow back will eventually tire you out of the one-sided

relationship. Of course, as Twitter is also a news media[15],

one-sided relationships are common as the intention of

making a connection online in this type of relationship is

to receive news and not to create a friendship. However,

a network mainly infused with such a relationship can

hardly be called a social network. This network will appear

more structurally similar to a news network. Therefore, the

formation of a Twitter network as a social network may be

driven by the percentage of the offline friends in the network.

Another variable that is closely related to one of the

fundamental principles of social network formation is the

follower overlap and the followee overlap. Mutual friends

encourage a principle of network formation called triadic

closure. On the other hand, triadic closures increase the

number of mutual friends. Triadic closure means two people

become friends because they share a mutual friend. There

are two mechanisms leading to a triadic closure. First, the

increased propinquity of individuals who share a mutual

friend[19]. It is not hard to see that the first mechanism

applies more to offline friends. Second, the psychological
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Table II
FIXED REGRESSION RESULT

Outcomeij β1 Standard Error # of Observations Within R2

1. Reciprocityij 0.35381∗∗∗ 0.01877 2193 0.1414
2. FollowerOverlapij 0.02211∗∗∗ 0.00144 2193 0.0987
3. FolloweeOverlapij 0.02129∗∗∗ 0.00174 2193 0.0652
4. NCRD

ij 0.18919∗∗∗ 0.01496 2193 0.1663
5. NCRG

ij 0.11289∗∗∗ 0.01514 2193 0.1127
6. IFED

ij 0.16002∗∗∗ 0.01274 2193 0.2298
7. IFEG

ij 0.06728∗∗∗ 0.01344 2193 0.1396
8. EBCD

ij 0.00083∗∗∗ 0.00010 2193 0.0379
9. EBCG

ij 0.00070∗∗∗ 0.00018 2193 0.0098
10. Similarityij 0.26301∗∗∗ 0.02013 2193 0.0755
11. Favoriteij 0.00704 0.00561 2193 0.001
12. Retweetij 0.14519∗ 0.04817 2193 0.0048
13. Replyij 1.20393∗∗∗ 0.26508 2193 0.0102
14. Mentionij 0.38023∗∗∗ 0.09533 2193 0.0075
*significant at p<0.1 **significant at p<0.01 ***significant at p<0.001

Table III
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE VARIABLES

Each number represents a variable corresponding to the variable numbered as such in Table I and Table II

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

1 1.0000
2 0.1594 1.0000
3 0.1654 0.7520 1.0000
4 0.1203 0.3221 0.3569 1.0000
5 0.0545 0.2150 0.3119 0.5986 1.0000
6 0.0381 0.4383 0.4576 0.9461 0.5966 1.0000
7 -0.0238 0.3143 0.4257 0.6291 0.9432 0.6689 1.0000
8 0.3389 0.0859 0.0369 -0.0818 -0.0969 -0.1196 -0.0609 1.0000
9 0.1832 0.0575 0.0070 -0.1184 -0.1844 -0.0842 -0.1953 0.2766 1.0000

10 0.2101 0.2317 0.2225 0.2333 0.1986 0.2181 0.2076 0.2119 0.0754 1.0000
11 0.0231 0.0306 0.0163 0.0062 0.0018 0.0114 0.0093 0.0083 0.0014 0.0227 1.0000
12 0.1319 0.0265 0.0233 0.0270 0.0198 0.0055 -0.0017 0.0436 0.0150 0.1766 0.0091 1.0000
13 0.1462 0.0517 0.0440 0.0081 0.0045 -0.0048 -0.0078 0.0897 0.0426 0.2101 -0.0043 0.3880 1.0000
14 0.1310 0.1068 0.0613 0.0150 0.0002 0.0144 -0.0020 0.0913 0.0565 0.1893 -0.0060 0.4090 0.7536 1.0000

need to balance two friends’ evaluation on a third party.

Such a psychological need requires one another to interact

frequently enough[19]. Again, the second mechanism is also

more likely to happen between two offline friends. It is,

therefore, unsurprising that the result of the regression shows

that offline friendship increases one’s likelihood to form

an online friendship with whom one shares mutual friends

online (β1 0.022 p < 0.001 for FollowerOverlapij , β1

0.021 p < 0.001 for FolloweeOverlapij). As triadic closure

is also one fundamental principles of social network for-

mation, this result also implies that face-to-face interaction

is important for the formation of a Twitter network as a

social network. The correlation results show that in Twitter,

follower and followee overlap are strongly correlated. There-

fore, if a user and his friend have a lot of mutual followers,

they are also likely to have a lot of mutual followees.

The coefficients of the regression result for NCRD
ij and

NCRG
ij show that offline friendship increases a user’s inde-

pendence to distribute or gather information in his friend’s

Twitter local network. The independence from his friend to

distribute or gather information makes it easier for a user

to do so in his friend’s local network. Therefore, a user

is more likely to distribute or gather information in his

friend’s Twitter local network if he establishes an offline

friendship with his friend.The ramification of information

propagation does not only stop at the level of knowledge.

Information brings with it influence on one’s opinion and

emotion. Even a simple information such as price and store

name can influence a buyer’s product perception[26]. As

such, the implication of the results is, in Twitter, a user

influences more friends of an offline friend and receives

influence from more friends of an offline friend. As receiving

and giving influence are motivated by the wish to conform

to social demands[27], these findings suggest that Twitter

communication is one of the many ways to meet real-life

social demands. Through Twitter, one can get an up-to-

date information about what’s happening and what’s popular

in one’s friend’s community. In the regression results for

Reciprocityij and Follower/FolloweeOverlapij we have

seen the importance of face-to-face interactions for the

formation of an online social network. In these results,

we glimpse into the importance of online interaction to
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strengthen a relationship offline. In summary, the results so

far show that offline and online interactions are complement-

ing each other, instead of substituting each other.
Unlike NCRD

ij and NCRG
ij , the variables IFED

ij and

IFEG
ij emphasize the speed at which a message propagates.

The results of the regression for these two variables show

that offline friendship increases a user’s independence to

distribute or gather information efficiently in his friend’s

Twitter local network. Again, the independence from his

friend to distribute or gather information efficiently encour-

ages a user to distribute or gather information in his friend’s

local network.
The correlation matrix shows that follower overlap is

moderately correlated with the independence at which one

distributes information efficiently in a friend’s network.

Meanwhile, followee overlap is moderately correlated with

the independence at which one gathers information effi-

ciently in a friend’s network.
The correlation matrix also shows that NCRD

ij is

very strongly correlated with IFED
ij (corr: 0.9461), while

NCRG
ij is very strongly correlated with IFEG

ij (corr:

0.9432). It is not surprising to see such a strong correlation

since the concept of information flow efficiency is closely

related to the concept of network coverage ratio. In network

coverage ratio, we consider the number of reachable users.

In information flow efficiency, we do not consider only the

number of reachable users, but also the distance of the reach-

able users. The rest of the combination of these 4 variables,

namely NCRD
ij -NCRG

ij , NCRD
ij -IFEG

ij , NCRG
ij-IFED

ij ,

and IFED
ij − IFEG

ij are moderately correlated (corr: 0.4-

0.7). The correlations imply that in Twitter, influence is

seemingly two-way. If one is likely to give influence, then

one is also likely to receive influence. However, in this

study, we have removed users who are likely to be famous

people, news media, business media or spammers (users with

#followers > 1000). These users are more likely to give

influence than to receive influence.
The regression results for EBCD

ij and EBCG
ij show that

offline friendship increases the importance of the online

communication between two friends to facilitate all commu-

nications in a Twitter local network. Online communication,

represented by the following link, means the act of giving

and receiving information. It does not necessarily entail ex-

clusive communication between two people because Twitter

is after all, a one-to-many communication platform. How-

ever, it entails one posting a topic that might be of interest to

another, or one pays special attention to another’s post. By

virtue of their importance to facilitate all communications, a

user and his offline friend may pay special attention to one

another’s tweets or post tweets that are of interest to one

another due to the online peer pressure. Of course the peer

pressure to do so only happens if a Twitter local network is

an active network where its users frequently communicate

and actively receive and propagate information.

In terms of Twitter content, when Similarityij is re-

gressed on RelationTypeij , the resulting coefficient reports

a greater tweets similarity between offline friends (β1 0.26

p < 0.001). We do not know whether this result is due to

homophily — offline friends are sharing similar interest —

or due to social influence — offline friends are influencing

each other. It could be due to both. We only know that

offline friendship increases one’s tendency to post tweets

similar to one’s friend. Although intuitively online friends

connect due to similar interest, this shared interest between

online friends apparently does not translate into a relatively

greater tweets similarity. There could be several reasons for

this. It could be that a user pays more attention to the tweets

of his offline friends, or he receives more influence from his

offline friends.

The regression results for Retweetij , Replyij ,

Mentionij show that offline friendship increases one’s

frequency to reply to a friend, to mention a friend, and

to retweet a friend. Only Favoriteij — liking a friend’s

status — is not influenced by offline friendship. Replyij is

strongly correlated with Mentionij , meaning, if one replies

a lot to a friend, one also mentions the friend in his tweets

often. These results imply that offline interaction may

propel online interaction. This implication is different from

the result of the previous research on Event-Based Social

Network that showed offline interaction did not translate

into a greater online interaction[13]. The difference may be

due to the functional differences between an Event-Based

Social Network and Twitter. An event-based social network

consists mainly of offline acquaintances. People who engage

in an event-based social network have similar interests or

participate in similar events. They meet several times, but

friendship does not develop further. In an event-based social

network, people rarely post about their life in general.

Communication is mainly about the next upcoming events

or social events just attended. Communication on Twitter

is different from communication on an event-based social

network. While Twitter has been shown to be mostly used

in a passive way (i.e., reading or following)[28] or as a

news media[15], many tweets are phatic in nature[29],

serving to maintain social bonds[30]. Therefore, compared

to an event-based social network, a Twitter network may

consist of closer friends.

The regression result for Replyij especially has an inter-

esting impact on the interpretation of the previous studies

on social network. These previous studies validated exist-

ing social network theories in the online world. The first

study proved that the layered structure corresponding to the

frequency of interaction in the offline world also exists in

the online word, specifically Facebook and Twitter[3]. The

second study showed that the Dunbar’s number also applied

on Twitter[4]. In the first study, the users in the network

analysis were the users who replied each other. In the second

study, interaction strength was quantified by the number of
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replies. In our study, we have seen that users who reply

each other are more likely to be offline friends. Therefore,

it is very likely that the theories of social network that the

previous studies have validated in the online social network

only apply to offline friends. Future social network studies

can investigate whether this is indeed the case.

VII. CONCLUSION

In the digital world we live in, along with the proliferation

of online social networking sites, the number of online

friends surges and the presence of online friends is gaining

more importance. Nevertheless, through our examination of

Twitter network, we conclude that offline friendship that

provides face-to-face interaction still plays an important role

even in online communication. Overall, our results show

that offline friendship propels online networking activities

on Twitter.
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